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From an elite Special Operations physical trainer, an ingeniously simple, rapid-results, do-
anywhere program for getting into amazing shape For men and women of all athletic abilities! As
the demand for Special Operations military forces has grown over the last decade, elite trainer
Mark Lauren has been at the front lines of preparing nearly one thousand soldiers, getting them
lean and strong in record time. Now, for regular Joes and Janes, he shares the secret to his
amazingly effective regimen—simple exercises that require nothing more than the resistance of
your own bodyweight to help you reach the pinnacle of fitness and look better than ever
before.Armed with Mark Lauren’s motivation techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice,
you’ll see rapid results by working out just thirty minutes a day, four times a week—whether in
your living room, yard, garage, hotel room, or office. Lauren’s exercises build more metabolism-
enhancing muscle than weightlifting, burn more fat than aerobics, and are safer than both, since
bodyweight exercises develop balance and stability and therefore help prevent injuries. Choose
your workout level—Basic, 1st Class, Master Class,and Chief Class—and get started, following
the clear instructions for 125 exercises that work every muscle from your neck to your ankles.
Forget about gym memberships, free weights, and infomercial contraptions. They are all poor
substitutes for the world’s most advanced fitness machine, the one thing you are never without:
your own body.

“Mark Lauren puts the strength-training techniques of SpecOps into a comprehensive and easy
to understand program that can be done by anyone, anywhere, anytime, paving the way for
anyone looking to get into the best shape of his or her life.”—Gregory Peterman, sergeant,
Green Beret “Gain control of yourself through your own body’s gym!”—Mike Fisher, commander,
82nd Airborne Division; U.S. Army Ranger; colonel, U.S. Army “Perfect for our mobile age of road
warriors, this terrific book lets us carry around a full gym in our heads!”—General James
Abrahamson, U.S. Air ForceFrom the Trade Paperback edition.Review“Mark Lauren puts the
strength-training techniques of SpecOps into a comprehensive and easy to understand program
that can be done by anyone, anywhere, anytime, paving the way for anyone looking to get into
the best shape of his or her life.”—Gregory Peterman, sergeant, Green Beret “Gain control of
yourself through your own body’s gym!”—Mike Fisher, commander, 82nd Airborne Division; U.S.
Army Ranger; colonel, U.S. Army “Perfect for our mobile age of road warriors, this terrific book
lets us carry around a full gym in our heads!”—General James Abrahamson, U.S. Air Force --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMark Lauren spent fifteen
years as a military physical-training specialist for the Special Operations community. Now a
sought-after personal trainer to civilian men and women of all fitness levels, a triathlete, and a
champion Thai boxer, he is the author of the internationally popular body-weight bibles You Are



Your Own Gym, Body by You, and Body Fuel. He lives in Tampa, Florida, and Phuket, Thailand. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.1. Mission Success: Lean, Strong, and Confident I WANT YOU TO
UNDERSTAND, unlike many other fitness authors, I do not train movie stars, television
celebrities, models, or other personalities whose livelihoods hinge on being fit. I train those
whose lives do. For a decade I’ve used bodyweight exercises to create the leanest, strongest,
most confident people of our civilization. I honed the programs and myriad exercises in this book
while preparing hundreds of trainees for the extreme demands of the most elite levels of the
United States Special Operations community. I have spent years developing new training
principles, and observing the results. A stellar record led the top command to buy into my
system. The military’s most advanced forces–from Navy SEALs to Army Green Berets to Air
Force Special Tactics Operators–use these exercises as the backbone to their strength training,
and now I bring them to you. Now, for the first time, men and women outside SpecOps have the
opportunity to reach the pinnacle of fitness, with an amazingly small sacrifice of your time. Clear,
concise, and complete, I bring these exercises into your living room, bedroom, hotel room,
garage, yard, office, wherever you like. They are for people of all athletic ability levels, tailored to
suit the needs and lifestyles of today’s busy women and men. No book like this has existed
before. Yet for thousands of years–from Ancient Greece’s Olympic athletes to tomorrow’s
Special Operations forces–humanity’s greatest physical specimens have not relied on fitness
centers in their towns or dumbbells in their homes. What if I told you that you already have the
most advanced fitness machine ever created? Your own body. And what’s so great about this
fitness machine is that it’s always there. It is the one and only thing you are never without. And
now you’re holding in your hand all the additional exercise equipment you’ll ever need again. It’s
no longer necessary to spend hours and hours at a gym. In fact, you won’t have to go to a gym at
all. The time spent training, wherever you may be, will be minimal. Two hours per week. That’s it.
With these workouts you will not waste a single moment of your valued time using ineffective
training methods. And no longer will you be able to use the #1 excuse for not training: “I don’t
have the time.” Whether you’re a part-time fitness enthusiast, Olympic gymnast, bodybuilder,
yogi, or someone who hasn’t lifted anything but the groceries in years, my program will get you
into the best shape of your life. You’ll find an incomparable selection of the 125 most effective
exercises to work any muscle you want, anywhere you want, for the rest of your life. With these
clearly demonstrated and explained exercises you’ll be able to construct your own training
programs, catering to your needs and desires, that can be changed and modified in a virtually
infinite amount of ways. Keeping your muscles guessing is how you keep them growing. But for
those who want the direction, I’ve laid out 10-week programs for all levels of fitness, programs
that will lead to success where others have failed you before. You’ll only workout 20 to 30
minutes a day, 4 or 5 times a week. I strongly recommend at least starting out with one of these
programs. They combine the secrets to what made ancient warriors so strong, with the world’s
most effective and modern training principles. These programs will increase the strength of



important muscle groups needed in everyday living, keep your muscles and joints supple and
flexible, improve the efficiency and capacity of the heart, lungs and other body organs, reduce
susceptibility to common injuries as well as degenerative heart diseases, and reduce emotional
and nervous tension. The benefits are never-ending. And success in your fitness program will
inevitably lead to success in the other aspects of your life, both work and play. This book can
replace all other fitness programs in a person’s life, or be used as a supplement to your regular
program, as a way to change things up from the same ol’ borrrrrrrring routine in your fitness
center, or even just to take on the road when you can’t find a gym. Variety is the spice of life.
Forget about doing the same sets and exercises day in and day out, maybe hitting the same
treadmill every day, like a gerbil trapped in a wheel. And there’s no need to change clothes, pack
a gym bag, drive, park, find a locker, find an open machine … then, after a long, boring workout,
do the whole process in reverse. You just start, whether at home, in your office, or a hotel room,
and 20 – 30 minutes later you’re finished. You’ll find no rhetorical filler in this book. No “before”
photos of people pale and frowning with their glasses on, next to “after” photos of them tanned,
smiling, flexing, and sucking their shaved and oiled tummies in. The proof has been before our
eyes since man became man. In fact, even before that–why do you think monkeys are pound for
pound stronger than humans? (Hint: It’s not because they have Gold’s Gym memberships.) Do
you really think that we evolved or were created to require machines in order to stay fit? It’s lack
of knowledge about your own body’s potential that drives modern mankind’s endless demand for
useless fitness gimmicks. When in fact the solution to ultimate fitness is surprisingly simple.
Though it’s up to you to apply it. Free yourself from the dependency on gadgets, trainers, and
common misconceptions. They are all crutches, keeping you from getting into the best shape
possible. It’s a call back to nature. Your fitness should be dependent on nothing other than
yourself. 2. How I Got Here MY TEAMMATES WERE SPREAD throughout the length of the
pool, ready to pull me up, because I was eventually going to pass out underwater. But for now, I
stood in the water breathing and relaxing, getting ready to try to break the military’s long-
standing underwater record. I would need to swim underwater, on a single breath, for more than
116 meters. That’s a good deal more than a football field, with the end zones included. Four
months before, I could barely make 25 meters. Everyone in the pool and on the deck was quiet,
patiently waiting and watching me as I stood chest deep in the water. I knew this was going to
suck, but I was committed. For the first time, I was alone in this, just me, without my team. It was
surreal. I was calm, relaxed, aware. I was ready. My anxiety had evaporated. Without a thought, I
took my last deep breath, went subsurface, and pushed off the pool wall. You had to graduate
one of the military’s toughest selection courses to get on the record board, and with an 85%
attrition rate, weekly evaluations, and an instructor staff dedicated to exploiting your
weaknesses, graduation was far from a sure thing. In fact, it had already eluded me once. My
first time around, for 9 grueling weeks I fought tooth and nail to stay in the course. I’d be lying if I
said quitting never tempted me. It tempted me every day, especially at the pool and in the
mornings when a full night’s rest felt like a 5-minute nap. Every weekend, my precious time off



was spent learning to swim with fins and performing the various underwater exercises. At last,
my final evaluation consisted of a 6-mile run in 42.5 minutes, 14 Pull Ups, 65 Push Ups, 12 Chin
Ups, 70 Sit Ups, a 4000-meter fin swim in 80 minutes, and 7 torturous underwater confidence or
“water-con” events. The fin swim was done with big thick rubber fins and booties that could push
a large man with uniform and equipment through the water. You could not use your arms since it
wouldn’t be tactical for a team to swim ashore with arms flailing and splashing above the water.
All calisthenics had to be done with perfect form. Each student’s repetitions were counted and
scrutinized by an instructor, and improperly executed reps weren’t counted. Instructors shouted,
“Didn’t count, didn’t count … Those didn’t count … Your back is slouching … Not all the way
up … Not all the way down!” Staff Sergeant Pope counted my Sit Ups during the final evaluation,
and of all the cadre, he was the most feared for his unreasonable treatment of trainees. “Those
didn’t count, Lauren. Your hands are too high up on your head,” he said, shortly before failing me
by 2 Sit Ups because of the position of my hands. That was all it took. On the last day of training,
I got sent back to the junior class that was in week 1. My original class graduated 4 out of an
initial 86. I walked back to the dorm as my team ran by in formation singing a jody about their last
day. I seriously considered quitting. But the last nine weeks had taught me something I would
use for the rest of my life. A successful team was one that was made up of individuals that were
able to set themselves aside. We were trained to set aside personal comfort for the common
goal of the team. And that training applied as much to a team as it did an individual. Success is
about you– and no one but you–letting go of everything that conflicts with your goal. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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You Are Your Own Gym proposes a program of exercise recommendations for the reader to
follow. However, you should consult a qualified medical professional (and, if you are pregnant,
your ob-gyn) before starting this or any other fitness program. As with any diet or exercise
program, if at any time you experience any discomfort, stop immediately and consult your
physician.As of press time, the URLs displayed in this book link or refer to existing websites on
the Internet. Random House, Inc., is not responsible for, and should not be deemed to endorse
or recommend, any website other than its own or any content available on the Internet (including
without limitation any website, blog page, or information page) that is not created by Random
House. The author, similarly, cannot be responsible for third-party material.I am grateful for
Monica Emory, MS, RD, for helping to edit the nutrition chapter.2011 Ballantine Books Trade
Paperback EditionCopyright © 2010 by Mark Lauren and Joshua ClarkAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Ballantine Books, an imprint of The Random House
Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.BALLANTINE and colophon are
registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.Originally published by Light of New Orleans
Publishing, LLC in 2010.Back cover photograph by Zen Shui/Frederic Cirou, courtesy of Getty
Images Outdoor photographs of Mark Lauren: Laura Wong Female exercise demonstration
model: Shea Garrison Shea Garrison’s athletic wear provided by Varsity Sports—v3.1_r8In
Memory ofMajor William “Brian” DownsCaptain Jeremy J. Fresques “FS”Captain Derek M. Argel
“AL”andStaff Sergeant Casey J. Crate “CE”by John T. Carney Jr., Colonel USAFColonel Carney
has received numerous medals and awards for being at the forefront of every mission involving
our nation’s Special Operations Forces since the mid-1970s.I CAN UNEQUIVOCALLY STATE
You Are Your Own Gym is a must read for anyone truly interested in their well-being. These
principles, exercises, and programs will guide you to your highest fitness potential.The credibility
of all fitness authors comes from the men and women they have trained, typically movie stars
and other famous personas. But the fitness of these celebrities is often only achieved through
countless hours spent one-on-one with a high-priced Hollywood trainer, while cooks are
preparing their meals, housekeepers cleaning their homes, and assistants looking after their
every need. Mark’s method, on the other hand, is for real men and women with real lives. You
Are Your Own Gym separates itself from all other books by giving its readers the ability to train
alone anywhere, any time, without the crutch of personal trainers and gyms.The Special
Operations community has developed the most effective and time efficient methods of training
out of necessity. More than thirty years ago I was a fitness instructor at some of the same
schools as Mark. I have seen the old and the new, and the methods of developing elite athletes
have come a very long way, due in great part to Mark’s leadership. Through the continuous
application of the most up-to-date principles in sports physiology, he minimized attrition and
injuries while producing faster, stronger, and leaner soldiers.In my book No Room for Error, I
detail the involvement of U.S. Special Tactics Forces in operations ranging from the Iran hostage



rescue to more recent ones in Afghanistan. The death-defying tasks that these troops
accomplished and the hardships they endured were due to the incredible physical ability that
matched their iron wills. Without it, their chances of success and survival would have been
greatly compromised. It is only through the use of bodyweight exercises and sound training
principles that these elite forces are able to maintain their astounding fitness at all times,
regardless of time and equipment constraints.This book comes to us in an age when, despite
their best intentions, most people are too crunched for time and money to devote enough of
either to attaining their fitness goals. In this age of information we are bombarded with incorrect
advice, useless gadgets and pills, and pure hype. The methods outlined by Mark are proven and
time tested. I know because I’ve seen his results. I’ve commanded the best of the best, and
Mark’s training has helped make them that way. Now he has honed his program into one for
every man and woman.In the 1970s Arnold Schwarzenegger showed the world the gym’s
potential, and it is said that he launched a thousand of them. Now it’s time to harness the body’s
potential. This is the new fitness revolution.CONTENTSCoverTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationForward! by John T. Carney Jr., Colonel USAF1 · Mission Success2 ·
How I Got Here3 · Why Bodyweight Exercises?4 · Why Strength Training?5 · So What Is
“Fitness,” Anyway?6 · Nutrition7 · Common Strength Training Myths8 · Motivation9 · Intensity10 ·
Training Tools11 · The ExercisesIndex of Exercises12 · The ProgramAppendix 1: Household
EquipmentAppendix 2: The 6 Necessary Training Principles Behind Any Successful Fitness
ProgramAppendix 3: The Science Behind the ProgramAbout the AuthorsLean, Strong, and
ConfidentI WANT YOU TO UNDERSTAND, unlike many other fitness authors, I do not train
movie stars, television celebrities, models, or other personalities whose livelihoods hinge on
being fit. I train those whose lives do. For a decade I’ve used bodyweight exercises to create the
leanest, strongest, most confident people of our civilization.I honed the programs and myriad
exercises in this book while preparing hundreds of trainees for the extreme demands of the most
elite levels of the United States Special Operations community. I have spent years developing
new training principles, and observing the results. A stellar record led the top command to buy
into my system. The military’s most advanced forces–from Navy SEALs to Army Green Berets to
Air Force Special Tactics Operators–use these exercises as the backbone to their strength
training, and now I bring them to you. Now, for the first time, men and women outside SpecOps
have the opportunity to reach the pinnacle of fitness, with an amazingly small sacrifice of your
time. Clear, concise, and complete, I bring these exercises into your living room, bedroom, hotel
room, garage, yard, office, wherever you like. They are for people of all athletic ability levels,
tailored to suit the needs and lifestyles of today’s busy women and men.No book like this has
existed before. Yet for thousands of years–from Ancient Greece’s Olympic athletes to tomorrow’s
Special Operations forces–humanity’s greatest physical specimens have not relied on fitness
centers in their towns or dumbbells in their homes.What if I told you that you already have the
most advanced fitness machine ever created? Your own body. And what’s so great about this
fitness machine is that it’s always there. It is the one and only thing you are never without. And



now you’re holding in your hand all the additional exercise equipment you’ll ever need again. It’s
no longer necessary to spend hours and hours at a gym. In fact, you won’t have to go to a gym at
all. The time spent training, wherever you may be, will be minimal. Two hours per week. That’s it.
With these workouts you will not waste a single moment of your valued time using ineffective
training methods. And no longer will you be able to use the #1 excuse for not training: “I don’t
have the time.”Whether you’re a part-time fitness enthusiast, Olympic gymnast, bodybuilder,
yogi, or someone who hasn’t lifted anything but the groceries in years, my program will get you
into the best shape of your life. You’ll find an incomparable selection of the 125 most effective
exercises to work any muscle you want, anywhere you want, for the rest of your life. With these
clearly demonstrated and explained exercises you’ll be able to construct your own training
programs, catering to your needs and desires, that can be changed and modified in a virtually
infinite amount of ways. Keeping your muscles guessing is how you keep them growing.But for
those who want the direction, I’ve laid out 10-week programs for all levels of fitness, programs
that will lead to success where others have failed you before. You’ll only workout 20 to 30
minutes a day, 4 or 5 times a week. I strongly recommend at least starting out with one of these
programs. They combine the secrets to what made ancient warriors so strong, with the world’s
most effective and modern training principles.These programs will increase the strength of
important muscle groups needed in everyday living, keep your muscles and joints supple and
flexible, improve the efficiency and capacity of the heart, lungs and other body organs, reduce
susceptibility to common injuries as well as degenerative heart diseases, and reduce emotional
and nervous tension. The benefits are never-ending. And success in your fitness program will
inevitably lead to success in the other aspects of your life, both work and play.This book can
replace all other fitness programs in a person’s life, or be used as a supplement to your regular
program, as a way to change things up from the same ol’ borrrrrrrring routine in your fitness
center, or even just to take on the road when you can’t find a gym. Variety is the spice of life.
Forget about doing the same sets and exercises day in and day out, maybe hitting the same
treadmill every day, like a gerbil trapped in a wheel. And there’s no need to change clothes, pack
a gym bag, drive, park, find a locker, find an open machine … then, after a long, boring workout,
do the whole process in reverse. You just start, whether at home, in your office, or a hotel room,
and 20 – 30 minutes later you’re finished.You’ll find no rhetorical filler in this book. No “before”
photos of people pale and frowning with their glasses on, next to “after” photos of them tanned,
smiling, flexing, and sucking their shaved and oiled tummies in. The proof has been before our
eyes since man became man. In fact, even before that–why do you think monkeys are pound for
pound stronger than humans? (Hint: It’s not because they have Gold’s Gym memberships.)Do
you really think that we evolved or were created to require machines in order to stay fit? It’s lack
of knowledge about your own body’s potential that drives modern mankind’s endless demand for
useless fitness gimmicks. When in fact the solution to ultimate fitness is surprisingly simple.
Though it’s up to you to apply it. Free yourself from the dependency on gadgets, trainers, and
common misconceptions. They are all crutches, keeping you from getting into the best shape



possible. It’s a call back to nature.Your fitness should be dependent on nothing other than
yourself.MY TEAMMATES WERE SPREAD throughout the length of the pool, ready to pull me
up, because I was eventually going to pass out underwater. But for now, I stood in the water
breathing and relaxing, getting ready to try to break the military’s long-standing underwater
record. I would need to swim underwater, on a single breath, for more than 116 meters. That’s a
good deal more than a football field, with the end zones included. Four months before, I could
barely make 25 meters.Everyone in the pool and on the deck was quiet, patiently waiting and
watching me as I stood chest deep in the water. I knew this was going to suck, but I was
committed. For the first time, I was alone in this, just me, without my team. It was surreal. I was
calm, relaxed, aware. I was ready. My anxiety had evaporated. Without a thought, I took my last
deep breath, went subsurface, and pushed off the pool wall.You had to graduate one of the
military’s toughest selection courses to get on the record board, and with an 85% attrition rate,
weekly evaluations, and an instructor staff dedicated to exploiting your weaknesses, graduation
was far from a sure thing. In fact, it had already eluded me once.My first time around, for 9
grueling weeks I fought tooth and nail to stay in the course. I’d be lying if I said quitting never
tempted me. It tempted me every day, especially at the pool and in the mornings when a full
night’s rest felt like a 5-minute nap. Every weekend, my precious time off was spent learning to
swim with fins and performing the various underwater exercises. At last, my final evaluation
consisted of a 6-mile run in 42.5 minutes, 14 Pull Ups, 65 Push Ups, 12 Chin Ups, 70 Sit Ups, a
4000-meter fin swim in 80 minutes, and 7 torturous underwater confidence or “water-con”
events. The fin swim was done with big thick rubber fins and booties that could push a large man
with uniform and equipment through the water. You could not use your arms since it wouldn’t be
tactical for a team to swim ashore with arms flailing and splashing above the water. All
calisthenics had to be done with perfect form. Each student’s repetitions were counted and
scrutinized by an instructor, and improperly executed reps weren’t counted. Instructors shouted,
“Didn’t count, didn’t count … Those didn’t count … Your back is slouching … Not all the way
up … Not all the way down!”Staff Sergeant Pope counted my Sit Ups during the final evaluation,
and of all the cadre, he was the most feared for his unreasonable treatment of trainees. “Those
didn’t count, Lauren. Your hands are too high up on your head,” he said, shortly before failing me
by 2 Sit Ups because of the position of my hands. That was all it took. On the last day of training,
I got sent back to the junior class that was in week 1. My original class graduated 4 out of an
initial 86. I walked back to the dorm as my team ran by in formation singing a jody about their last
day. I seriously considered quitting.But the last nine weeks had taught me something I would use
for the rest of my life. A successful team was one that was made up of individuals that were able
to set themselves aside. We were trained to set aside personal comfort for the common goal of
the team. And that training applied as much to a team as it did an individual. Success is about
you– and no one but you–letting go of everything that conflicts with your goal.So I started over
from scratch. Daily, we got smoked for hours doing exercises in the San Antonio summer sun, on
top of the course’s regularly scheduled workouts that consisted of a 60-minute run, 2 hours of



cals, water-con, and an hour of finning. But it was always getting started in the morning that was
the hardest.On average, we did an extra 500 team Push Ups throughout the day, but really it
didn’t matter. We eventually learned that no matter how tired, stiff, and lethargic we felt, once we
got warmed-up again, we were alright. Every time we entered or left the school house we had to
do either 15 Pull Ups, 13 Chin Ups, 20 Dips, or 20 Chinese Push Ups. Once we each had to do
1000 team Push Ups without getting up except once for 5 minutes to use the latrine. For three
and half hours, as a team, we did 5 Push Ups at a time, resting between sets by putting our butts
in the air or slouching at the waist. 1000 Push Ups (+1 for teamwork) for having too much tape
on our snorkels.But bad as any of these smoke sessions ever were, the worst was always the
pool. During the first few weeks of training, trainees would joke and chat on the way to the pool.
By week 6, the bus rides were filled with silent dread. You could hear a pin drop. It was the pool
that caused the majority of the course’s tremendous attrition rate. You could quit at any time. If
you decide that it isn’t for you, just say it: “I quit.” In the middle of any event you could get out of
the pool and go eat pizza in your room.Monday through Friday we went to the pool, and trainees
could only get out of the pool one of three ways: Successfully complete the events, quit, or pass
out trying–in which case you would get pulled out just long enough to regain consciousness
before going back in to accomplish the task, quit, or pass out again. Screwing up an event meant
that you would have to do it again and each following attempt got harder and harder, especially
events like equipment recovery–diving to the bottom of the pool, removing all our equipment and
placing it in perfect order on the bottom, then putting it all on again before inspection–or knot-
tying–we had to tie three different knots perfectly 12′ underwater–that required you to tread
water between dives. We learned to commit, stay down, and get through it the first time no
matter how bad it hurt. It was all about being fully committed. Commitment equaled success.This
was INDOC–9 weeks of sucking it up for the team while 9 instructors tried to make as many of us
quit as possible. My second time around, a team of 12 made it to the final evaluation and all
passed but one. A teammate failed the 4000-meter fin. We would be going back to the pool one
last time so he could take his re’eval. My time had come.I remember sitting on the bus, regretting
that I had mentioned challenging the underwater record. I knew my teammates wouldn’t let it
slide, and before long, one called me out. “So you really want a shot at the record?” he asked.
“You really gonna do it?” I wanted to break his nose, but instead choked out a “Yeah.” I was
committed, and he laughed at my upcoming misery. But he was right, it was time to walk the
walk.As our teammate took his re’eval finning for 78 minutes, I sat on the side of the pool
relaxing and breathing. I had a daunting task ahead of me. The discomfort of not breathing is
overwhelming, and I knew that once I started, I wasn’t going to be above the surface of that
water until my teammates pulled me out unconscious. I had committed myself to breaking one
hell of a record. A1C Switzer, a 6′ 3″ collegiate swimmer, had set the record at 116 meters.
When I first got into the course, I remember saying that of all the records, the underwater record
was the most impressive. A 116-meter underwater to a trainee that is struggling with 25-meter
underwaters seems god-like, and here I was, four months later, at the end of my second class,



getting ready to challenge it.With my feet on the gunnel, I sounded off: “Ready to enter the water,
Sergeant!”“Enter the water!” replied the instructor.“Entering the water, Sergeant!”I stood at the
side of the pool breathing and relaxing for a few more minutes as my teammates waited for me,
ready to pull me out when the time came. I took my last deep breath, went subsurface, and
pushed off the wall.I was utterly alone. After two months of nonstop teamwork, I could suddenly
neither see nor hear anyone or anything but myself. My total focus was on my stroke and
relaxing. Stroke, glide, relax … Stroke, glide, relax … until finally my body started cursing me for
not breathing. But my goal was in place. And my comfort would not interfere.At the 50-meter
point, just as the discomfort was starting to seriously crank up, I had a fleeting thought of
standing up out of the water and laughing it off, but I couldn’t do it. Your mind always looks for a
way out when things really get difficult. Relaxing, maintaining good form, and pressing on when
the body and mind beg you to do otherwise tests your resolve. Stroke, glide, relax … Stroke,
glide, relax… Tension, panic, anxiety make massive withdrawals on a very limited and precious
oxygen supply. I had to stay relaxed long enough to get through the worst of it. Stroke, glide,
relax … Stroke, glide, relax… Eventually the discomfort eases once your brain and other body
tissues are starved of oxygen and you become hypoxic. It seemed an eternity before I got to that
point, but eventually the lights dimmed, my peripherals vanished, things weren’t so bad after all,
and the tunnel got smaller and smaller until …I woke up on the other side of the pool, pale and
blue-lipped. “Did I get it?” I mumbled. I wasn’t able to remember swimming the whole length of
the pool, nor passing out just as I reached the wall. I had started sinking at that point, and my
teammates jumped in and yanked me out. I began breathing again. I had just set the new record–
one I still hold–at 133 meters, after swimming subsurface, on one breath, for two minutes and
twenty-three seconds.I feel your pain. Years later, I became the instructor.I’LL ADMIT, MY FIRST
FORAY INTO FITNESS was driven by nothing more than body image. I was 13, a scrawny, shy
kid, and I wanted to do something about it. I set out to change my physique into one I could show
off with pride. I had no access to weights, so I did Push Ups and Sit Ups in my bedroom before
dinner. Until I could do 75 non-stop Push Ups and 600 Sit Ups. Then I did more. I became a
stronger version of myself in every way, and confidence in all I did soared, including winning
regional high school bodybuilding titles.Many years later, at the Pararescue & Combat Control
Indoctrination Course, if we weren’t running, swimming, or holding our breath, we were
performing some type of bodyweight exercise. Training lasted from 5 am to 6 pm, Monday
through Saturday, and by the end of the nine week course there was only a small handful of us
remaining, less than 15%. The high rate of attrition was largely due to overtraining. Though the
training mentality of that time was amazingly effective at shattering young men’s perceived
limitations, it was not ideal for optimal fitness.Once on team, at the 22nd Special Tactics
Squadron, I continued to use bodyweight exercises to keep myself physically fit and able to meet
the extreme demands of airfield seizures, combat search & rescue, and reconnaissance &
surveillance missions.Five days before September 11, I left my team to become a full-time
Military Physical Training Specialist. It became my responsibility to prepare trainees to meet the



demands of immediate deployment into areas of forward combat operation.After Sept. 11, the
demand for SpecOps soldiers went through the roof. The career field needed numbers. The
days of graduating only 5 – 15% of the original class had to end. The cadre was forced to look at
its training methods. We used to be old school: More is better–run the trainees into the dirt and
make them hard, or get rid of them. Changing to “less is more” wasn’t easy, but necessity forced
us, and we were in the perfect environment to learn quickly what worked and what didn’t. Every
six weeks I got a new shipment of untrained recruits. Most came to me soft and weak. By the
end of the course, they were lean, strong, and confident.By applying the most up-to-date
strength and conditioning principles and sports science, I was able to produce better results with
only a fraction of the time and less injuries. I experimented with varied volume and intensity, day
to day, week to week, and included sensible recovery and progression. I revamped the courses’
physical training programs, and personally tailored these programs and diets to suit the
individual needs of candidates, and then monitored their progress.Amazingly, despite limited
space, time, and equipment, as well as larger classes, I was able to cut the course’s attrition rate
by 40%. And many of my students went on to capture coveted Special Forces graduate awards.
Quite simply, I built a training method superior to any other in developing muscular, lean,
physically fit bodies as fast as possible. And now I share it with you.Embrace the exercises and
principles in this book and you will become fitter and stronger than you’ve ever been. It’s in your
hands, literally, starting right now.THE POPULARITY OF TRAINING EQUIPMENT, systems, and
fad diets is mostly the result of marketing–not a genuine attempt to help a generally out-of-shape
society reach higher levels of fitness and well-being. In this age, when our homes and gyms are
cluttered with fitness gadgets, the simplest and most effective method for developing strength
and losing fat has been largely overlooked–knowing how to train using nothing more than your
body.Even outside of SpecOps, the efficacy of bodyweight exercises has been proven time and
again. Take, for example, Madonna, Bruce Lee, or the USSR’s two-time Olympic gold medalist
Alexeev–arguably the strongest man in the world in his time–who was the first to clean and jerk
500 pounds, or Dallas Cowboys running back Herschel Walker, who gained more yards than
anyone in professional football history (and had a body to match). They, and countless others,
primarily used bodyweight exercises to attain their ultimate physique and fitness.Most weight
training exercises isolate only certain muscles, requiring a fairly small portion of your body’s total
muscle mass, unlike bodyweight exercises that incorporate many at once. These exercises have
the added benefit of being much more demanding of core strength (6-pack anyone?) than
exercises that require weights and machines.Bodyweight exercises also use motions that keep
you safe from the many chronic injuries, like joint problems, that come over time with
weightlifting and other unnatural exercises which have little functional value in our daily lives. For
an exercise or workout to be functional, it must resemble the event being trained for as closely
as possible. The performance demands of the average person consist mainly of manipulating
their own bodyweight throughout the day. So what could be more functional for developing better
strength in day-to-day activities than bodyweight movements? But between couch potatoing and



bench pressing–sitting on your butt and lying on your back–we’ve got a nation of functional
weaklings. Seriously, when was the last time, outside of using gym benches or machines, that
you exerted yourself while sitting or lying down? (While you were alone, I mean.;-))For too long
these exercises have gone largely unnoticed by popular culture. Other than running and
swimming, most people haven’t been raised to use their body alone for exercise. The exploding
popularity of yoga and pilates is a great example of the worth of body-weight movements,
although these methods, when used alone, utterly lack a systematic approach to developing all-
around fitness.My program has the advantage of making you proficient at using the one thing
that you are never without: Your body. You will develop greater strength, power, muscular and
cardiovascular endurance, speed, balance, coordination, and flexibility. Combined with a good
diet and consistency, it will reward you with continuous results, challenges, and much greater
body control.The workouts can be done anywhere, anytime, and without costly gym
memberships or equipment. With that said, even for those that insist on lifting weights, these
exercises are a valuable addition.You will be training as Achilles did before battle on the shores
of Troy, training as ancient warriors the world over knew was best, training as future SpecOps
warriors will to meet their own foes. Why? Because it works.MYTH:BODYWEIGHT EXERCISES
DON’T ALLOW YOU TO ADJUST THE DIFFICULTY OF AN EXERCISEThere’s a common
misperception out there that bodyweight exercise options are limited. Push Ups, Pull Ups, Sit
Ups–and not much else. Hmmmm… Did I mention that there’s over 125 different exercises in
this book? And that’s not including their variations. The fact is there’s a far wider array of
exercises in this book than there are machines in any gym in the world.Other people think it’s
impossible to work certain muscle groups with bodyweight exercises. Wrong again. Every single
muscle group and some you didn’t know existed can be worked without weights–from getting rid
of a pencil neck to using your shin muscles to round out your calves.The only limiting factor with
bodyweight exercises is your creativity. Every weightlifting motion can be mimicked, made
harder or easier, with your own bodyweight. And unlike those machines in the gym, there are
seemingly infinite ways to vary any of my exercises, keeping your muscles guessing and growing
for the rest of your life.For example, I detail Push Ups that even a 600-pound man (or 70-year-old
woman, for that matter) could do. And then there’s ones, like the Planche Push Up, most
professional bodybuilders won’t be able to execute without lots of practice. My 10-week program
actually comes with specific workouts laid out for different ability groups, so that everyone will be
challenged equally.Here are the four simple ways of changing the difficulty of an exercise without
adding weight:Increase or decrease the amount of leverage.Perform an exercise on an unstable
platform.Use pauses at the beginning, end, and/or middle of a movement.Turn an exercise into a
single limb movement.Again, let’s take the Push Up, a standard exercise that works your chest,
shoulders, triceps, abs, obliques, and lower back (unlike benching which only works half of
these). If you do Push Ups standing up with your hands against a wall a couple of feet in front of
you, the exercise is pretty easy. Then try them with your hands on an elevated surface, like the
edge of a bureau or windowsill. The lower the surface you use–a desk, a couch, a coffee table,



telephone books–the harder it gets. Putting your hands on the floor, like a standard Push Up, is
harder. If we put our feet on the coffee table and our hands on the ground, the exercise becomes
significantly more difficult. This is using leverage to increase the exercise’s difficulty.To make the
exercise still harder we could place our hands on one or two balls, like a basketball. Now we’re
using an unstable surface.Still harder would be to do basketball Push Ups with pauses at the
bottom. Still not hard enough? Try doing them one-handed on the floor. Then one-handed with
your feet on the couch. Then on an unstable surface. Then with pauses … You get the idea.And
this is only a simple example that can be repeated with many of my exercises. You’ll see the
possibilities are endless.So there you have it: We’ve gone from one variation of an exercise, that
probably everyone reading this book can do, to a more difficult variation that probably no one
reading this book can do right off the bat. The difficulty of bodyweight exercises can be tailored
to suit the needs of virtually anyone. You have total control of the resistance.(or Why Cardio Is a
Waste of Your Time)WHETHER YOU WANT TO LOSE FAT, gain muscle, or do both, strength
training should be the core of your conditioning. Aerobic activity, on the other hand, is inefficient
and ineffective no matter your goal.It is a myth that doing prolonged steady state training–usually
maintaining a target heart rate for 30 to 60 minutes–like aerobics or “cardio” is the best way to
burn calories and achieve cardiovascular health. Ever plod along on a treadmill that tells you the
number of calories burned? You might go 45 minutes before you hit 300 calories. Well, guess
what? That’s 300 total calories burned in that time, and not 300 calories above what your
baseline metabolism would have burned anyway, even while at rest. That’s the reason the
exercise machine asks your weight: To calculate your baseline metabolic rate. The average male
burns 105 calories at rest in 45 minutes. Those 195 extra calories that the exercise actually
burned–only 195 calories more than if you had been taking a nap–can be undone by half a bagel
in half a minute. And aerobic exercise typically spurns your appetite enough to more than offset
those few actual calories burned.Here’s the skinny: One pound of fat can fuel a 130-pound
female for 15 hours at target “cardio” heart range. If we were so metabolically inefficient as to
burn calories at the rate the exercise equipment advertises, we would never have survived for so
long, and certainly not endured the hardship of the Ice Ages. The calories expended hunting and
gathering would have caused us to die of starvation long before we ever found a Wooly
Mammoth. By today’s standards, we would hardly have enough metabolic economy to survive a
trip to the super market, let alone hump it across enemy lines for a week-long reconnaissance
mission with 120 pounds of gear.More bad news for aerobic activity: Whether it’s running,
cycling, or a step class, the main reason it gets easier the more you do it, is not because of
improved cardiovascular conditioning, but because of improved economy of motion. For the
most part, it doesn’t get easier because of muscular endurance, but because your body is
becoming more efficient at that particular movement. You require less strength and oxygen than
you did before, because your body’s nervous system is adapting. Wasted movements are
eliminated, necessary movements are refined, and muscles that don’t need to be tensed are
relaxed and eventually atrophied. This is why marathon runners will huff and puff if they cycle for



the first time in years.Aerobic training actually causes muscle wasting because the body is
programmed to adapt to whatever demands we place on it. Long low-intensity aerobic training
only requires the smallest and weakest, “slow-twitch” muscle fibers to fire off again and again.
The other, stronger and larger, “fast-twitch” muscle fibers are not necessary for the task and
become a burden to carry and supply with oxygen. The body has no demand for extra muscle
beyond what is needed to perform a relatively easy movement over and over. So your body
adapts by actually burning muscle. Even if you perform steady state training in conjunction with
strength training, it will diminish any potential increase in lean body mass, especially in your legs.
Aerobic training should only be used to develop movement proficiency when you are training for
a specific sport or event, such as a 5k run, triathlon, or particular military fitness assessment. I
address these needs on .The reason many people gain weight as they age, especially beginning
in their 30s, is because they have less muscle than they had in their late teens and early
twenties. As we age, our bodies naturally lose muscle, especially as we are less active in our
lives. This muscle tissue loss results in a decreasing metabolic rate. And then, if you continue to
eat like you did when you were younger … well, you’ll slowly gain weight, pound by pound,
month by month, year by year, until one day you look in the mirror and wonder, “What
happened?” This is how the average American adult gains 2.2 pounds per year. The key to
eliminating accumulated body fat is regaining your youthful metabolism by regaining your
muscle through strength training.It takes about 10 calories a day just to keep one pound of
muscle alive, for both men and women, even if you are completely inactive. An extra five pounds
of muscle can burn up to 1500 calories in a month–that’s the equivalent of 5 pounds of fat per
year, which more than reverses the negative affects of aging on your metabolism.But with
consistent aerobic exercise, over time, you’re far more likely to burn five pounds of muscle. That
means your body will burn about 50 less calories a day. And as your body becomes more
efficient at running, that 195 calories you burn on the treadmill will decrease to about 125. So
let’s do the math: You burn 125 calories above your resting metabolic rate each day you do
aerobic exercise. Then subtract the 50 calories you do not burn due to muscle loss caused by
this exercise. After all your huffing and puffing you are only burning 75 calories more than if you
were sitting in front of the tube, doing nothing at all. That’s undone by drinking half a Coke or
“rehydrating” with 12 ounces of Gatorade. This is the reason why millions of people, at gyms
across the world, are unable to look and perform as they’d like after countless hours of
“cardio.”THE ANSWER: INTERVAL STRENGTH TRAININGInterval training is the repeated
performance of high-intensity exercises, for set periods, followed by set periods of rest. Intervals
can consist of any variety of movements with any variation of work and rest times. It burns far
more calories and produces positive changes in body composition with much less time than
aerobic training.This is not only because of the muscle it builds, but also the effect it has on the
metabolism following the workouts. Strength training creates enough stress on the body’s
homeostasis that a large energy (calorie) expenditure is required long after the exercise has
stopped.During low-intensity aerobic exercise, fat oxidation occurs while exercising and stops



upon completion. During high-intensity exercise your body oxidizes carbs for energy, not fat.
Then, for a long time afterward, fat oxidation takes place to return systems to normal: to restore
depleted carbohydrates, creatine phosphate, ATP (adenosine triphosphate), circulatory
hormones, re-oxygenate the blood, and decrease body temperature, ventilation and heart rate.
Not to mention the longer term demands: strengthening tendons and ligaments, increasing bone
density, forming new capillaries, motor skill adaptation, repairing muscle tissue and building new
muscle. And the more muscle mass you have, the more calories you are able to burn during and
after exercise.Thus strength training gives your metabolism a boost far beyond the duration of
the actual workout, for as long as 48 hours. In contrast, after aerobic training your metabolism
returns to normal almost immediately. So with interval training we’re not only building muscle, but
we’re also able to kick up our metabolism long after–even when sleeping!Many people believe
aerobic activity strengthens their heart, and decreases the chance of things like coronary artery
disease. Yet, after much research, even U.S. Air Force Cardiologist Dr. Kenneth Cooper–the very
man who coined the term “aerobics”–now believes there is no correlation between aerobic
performance and health, longevity, or protection against heart disease.On the other hand,
aerobic activities do carry with them a great risk of injury. Most, even so-called “low impact”
classes or activities like stationary cycling, are not necessarily low-force. And things like running
are extremely high-force, damaging to your knees, hips and back. Aerobic dance is even worse.
Sure, you’ll hear the occasional genetic exception declare that they’ve never ever been injured
doing these exercises. But overuse injuries are cumulative and often build undetected over years
until it’s too late, leading to a decrease or loss of mobility as you age, which, in turn, too often
leads to a shortened lifespan.Any effect you are seeking from aerobic activity can be achieved
more safely and efficiently with high-intensity strength training. Remember, your cardiovascular
system supports your muscular system, not the other way around. An elevated heart rate means
nothing by itself. Being nervous before a full combat equipment nighttime High Altitude Low
Opening (HALO) formation jump always sent my heart rate skyrocketing, but it didn’t make my
belt any looser. And even if you insisted on measuring the efficacy of an exercise by an increase
in heart rate, I dare you to get it up higher than with my “Stappers.”So there we have it: Interval
strength training is superior to aerobic activity in burning fat, as well as building strength, speed,
power, and even cardiovascular endurance. All this in far less time than tedious “cardio”
sessions.Hooya!Dr. Angelo Tremblay and his colleagues at the Physical Activities Sciences
Laboratory, in Quebec, Canada, tested the popular belief that low-intensity, long-duration
exercise is the most effective program for losing fat. They compared the impact of moderate-
intensity aerobic exercise and high-intensity interval training on fat loss.Skinfold measurements
revealed that the interval training group lost more body fat. Moreover, when they took into
account the fact that the interval training used less energy during the workouts, the fat loss was 9
times more efficient in that program than in the aerobics program. In short, the interval training
group got 9 times more fat-loss benefit for every calorie burned exercising. How can that be?
Because, after taking muscle biopsies, measuring muscle enzyme activity, and lipid utilization in



the post exercise state, they found that high-intensity intermittent exercise caused more calories
and fat to be burned following the workout. In addition, they found that appetite is suppressed
more after intense intervals.Throughout the book you’ll find Hooya! boxes with information, facts,
studies, and ideas. SEALs and Special Tactics Operators yell “Hooya!”–an American Indian war
cry meaning “Give me more!”–when they drive through their personal comfort to achieve the
seemingly unachievable.Hooya!Izumi Tabata and his partners at the National Institute of Fitness
and Sports in Tokyo, Japan, compared the effects of moderate-intensity endurance and high-
intensity interval training on maximal aerobic capacity—the best indicator of cardiorespiratory
endurance. They conducted a six week study with two groups of randomly picked males.Group
1 did one hour of steady state training five days a week. Group 2 did only 4 minutes of interval
training five days a week. At the end of the six weeks, Group 1 had an increase in maximal
aerobic capacity of 10% and Group 2 had an increase of 14%. Not only did the interval group
have a 40% greater gain in aerobic capacity, they had an increase in strength of 28%, as
opposed to the steady state group which had no gains in strength. And all this with just four
minutes of interval training a day.Similar studies have confirmed that interval training produces
higher gains in aerobic fitness, greater decreases in body fat, and gains in strength as opposed
to the muscle wasting that occurs with much longer sessions of steady state
training.SURPRISINGLY, THERE IS NO CLEARLY DEFINED, universally accepted standard for
fitness. In the decade I spent honing military units assigned to carry out the most dangerous
missions, it was always my experience that the individual with the best development in all areas
of physical ability succeeds the best operationally. Similarly, it is diverse ability that makes us
attractive.Not to offend anyone, but I think most people would agree that a sprint athlete looks
more attractive than a powerlifter, a ballet dancer better than a marathoner. The sprinter and the
dancer have a higher level of fitness than the bodybuilder and marathoner. Their muscles tie
together in a functional way. Most people would agree that it’s the physiques with the most
development across a spectrum of physical qualities that are most attractive, as opposed to
those that have very limited usefulness. It is diversity in physical ability that is most useful and
functional, not to mention beautiful. In contrast, those who are extremely developed in a certain
area almost always have a weakness equivalent to their strength. The super fast, skinny runners
lack strength, and the bulky bodybuilder types have little endurance.So, my program develops
the entire spectrum of physical skills: Muscular Strength, Muscular Endurance, Cardiovascular
Endurance, Power, Speed, Coordination, Balance, and Flexibility. The degree to which you
possess these eight physical qualities defines your level of fitness.It is only by focusing on these
seven skills, rather than appearance, that you will make your best gains, in ability, well-being,
and in appearance. The washboard stomachs, big chests, round shoulders, and shirt-sleeve-
stretching biceps of my men are testament to that, as are the toned legs, tight triceps and abs of
the women I’ve trained.
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Jacob Burke, “You don't need heavy weights!. I have finally seen the light in regards to how
important diet is and how effective bodyweight/plyometric exercises can be.Prior to using Mark
Lauren's program I lifted heavy free weights at a gym but did not track my diet at all. The result
was good strength but with a bulky build.I've been using this book and watching my diet for the
past 3 months and the difference is quite profound.I went from 158lbs at 13% body fat down to
143 at 10% body fat. Plus my flexibility and core strength have never been better.I highly
recommend giving this book a shot if you burned yourself out at the gym like I did.”

G. Chapman, “Hands down the best overall fitness info. If you ever wished you could find one
resource that could help you make sense of the insane amount of ridiculous fad programs/diets
promising the moon and fitness gurus all telling you "their" way was best, well, here it is.If you
had no other information at all about physical health and fitness besides this one single book
you'd have almost everything you need, and I'm not talking about average health and
fitness...I'm talking about peak performance and fitness for a lifetime. The only other
recommendations I could make a reasonable case for would be a decent book on flexibility
training and a more in depth treatment of nutrition...for those, try:
  
Stretching: 30th Anniversary Edition

  
  
    
  
Eat, Drink, and Be Healthy: The Harvard Medical School Guide to Healthy Eating



  
  
Lauren's credentials are beyond impressive. U.S. Special Operations operator, instructor of
instructors, record holder, and pretty much bad$@& of bad$@&'sIf you want the real deal; no
gimmicks, empty promises, or bs...just inexpensive, convenient, easy-to-comprehend,
straightforward, reliable, and incredibly effective principles for achieving peak levels of health
and fitness, this is as good as it gets.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Like P90X, but shorter, less gimmicky, and just as effective. I picked up a
copy of P90X based on the great things I'd heard about it. It's a tough, effective workout, but I
eventually fell out of it because of the time commitment required (1 hour/day, 6 days/week), my
desire not to monopolize the only TV in our house during prime TV time, and my general distaste
for how gimmicky it seemed. Thus, I was in the market for a good exercise program that wouldn't
require me to join a gym, wouldn't bogart the TV every night, and didn't require 6 days a week of
exercise.Enter "You Are Your Own Gym." No gym, TV, or anything else required. You can do
these exercises anywhere. And best of all, these workouts kick my butt every bit as much as
P90X (maybe more) - in 1/3 the time.I'm a male in my mid-30s and consider myself to be
relatively fit. So I made the executive decision to start myself at the intermediate workout rather
than beginner. Big mistake: I could not complete the first workout, which has you doing
"ladders" of an exercise for 7.5 minutes, without taking a lot more rest time than the workout
provides for. The next day, I could barely lift my hands above my shoulders. Needless to say, I
had to tuck my tail between my legs and bump myself down to "beginner." (You laugh, but how
many pushups can YOU do from a downward dog position? That's the author's version of
military presses, and I could only manage five or so at a time.)Luckily, the author gives
numerous variations of the exercises to key them to any ability level. As a result, anybody can
get as much resistance as they need or can handle - no more, no less. Progressing through the
variations is fun and gives a real feeling of accomplishment.One final note: if you don't want to
spring the 11 bucks for the book, the iPhone app tells you everything you need to know for two
bucks. It has timed workouts, plus video of each exercise performed by the author himself. So if
you want a preview of the book, or if you're strapped for cash, you can get the whole workout for
two bucks - or about $118 less than P90X.”

G. Soden, “YAYOG proselytiser. I bought the kindle version. If you want the best out of this then
get the android app as well. It takes you through the exercises, times you, and is what makes
this a no brainer to work out even when you don't feel like it.I'm a 59 year old male. I stopped
exercising for 10 years. I previously did all the weights / gym things, cardiovascular etc over the
years but lost all inclination to exercise for 10 years. I didn't want cardio. I was overweight and
cardio just tired me out and I needed my energy for work.Most of the exercise period in this
system is resting between exercises - you can do this!It starts easily. There is a massive variety



of exercise range so you do not need to feel threatened by doing too much.The key to this is how
Mark has mixed the exercises to cause your body to react and progress. You will feel muscle
soreness a day after the particular exercises - this is telling you this is working! This book takes
all the brain power out of choosing exercises that work together but the app makes it even
easier.Results for me. I started with the beginner section. Did it twice. After 7 months I'm on my
second progression through the intermediate cycle. I have lost 4 inches off my waist but I'm only
just starting to lose weight because it's changing from fat to muscle mass.This is a balanced
system. You are putting as much effort into your core as you limbs. For me that had improved my
posture massively as I hated core exercises. But Mark had set this up in such a balanced,
sensible way - it is a revelation for someone who never saw any Ab muscles previously!After 7
months, my energy levels are returned. As I began to feel better, I have started intermediate
fasting which is another revelation and has also contributed to steady and higher energy levels
through the day.You can see I am a fan. I have absolutely nothing to gain by this review. I just
want the best for you. I cannot believe anyone would not enjoy this exercise routine as your
progress steadily and can see the results very quickly. Look at the you tube videos for Mark
lauren and you can see the exercises, but it's the book and app that give you the optimum
combination to make your body progress incredibly fast.”

Kevin P, “Nearly All You Need. You need a timer and it wouldn't be a bad idea to invest in a height
adjustable (friction held) doorway chinning bar https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sportstech-Winner-
Pull-up-patented-hexagonal/dp/B073RFMFVP/ref=pd_rhf_cr_p_img_4?
_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=RWXXX0J3C979PFZE02PE I also have the You Are Your
Own Gym app which was affordable and helpful. 10 weeks in and the results are there for all to
see. I'm glad I started on the Beginner's level. There really is no need for equipment or gym
membership. I also do a bit of HIIT running, isometrics (Bullworker) and Dynamic Tension but
YAYOG is my go to routine. My total time spent keeping fit is between 20 and 40 minutes a day. It
is totally do-able and rewarding in terms of results and feel-good, pain-for-gain is minimal. Every
day is leg day, by the way. The idea is that building muscle burns fat and I'm finding that it
certainly does !***Update*** I switched to weight lifting in my garage and am getting much better
results. Bodyweight training is fine if you don't have the equipment but you have to be really
disciplined with every single move you do. With weights you have a measurable amount of
resistance and used with a log book your targets (therefore progress) become MUCH more
defined. If you can, get an adjustable bench and at least 30k of dumbbell weight - a bar bell and
power rack is even better.”

Hutch, “I liked it. But I also like rickety rollercoasters.. Good series of exercises, although as other
reviewers have pointed out there are a great many exercises that require some basic equipment;
hardly a 'bible of bodyweight' but it's a small criticism as you can literally improvise with anything
to hand. The point it makes is that you don't need machines and gyms, and any movement is



better than no movement.Oh and for the people saying it gives 'unsafe instruction' - as the book
says, you know your body and its limits, don't exceed them and you'll be fine. Mind you, swinging
under an unsecured broom handle bridging two tables is *bit* dodgy at the first attempt.
Personally I liked its cavalier attitude to safety: take responsibility for your own actions guys! You
don't have to do it just because the ripped guy in the vest tells you he does.”

savino, “Best book ever. This book delivers the highest intensity workout you ever had with no
equipment, i have trained for years various sports, martial arts, surfing, weights etc, i never
achieved results so quickly, obviously if you aim at becoming a body building this is not going to
happen with this book, but if you wanted to become fit and strong and be free of gim
memberships and be able to train anywhere this od the book for you”

Elvenhaze, “Great book.. The book has plenty of photos of bodyweight exercises and some
improvised weight training using eg books as weights/chairs for dips etc. The real treasure is the
system though- detailed plans of full workouts for the whole body using combinations of interval
training and other methods, all for beginner/intermediate/advanced and including "Periodization"
to make sure you don't overtrain. After this you can make up your own workouts once you get the
hang of it all. I would think this book would keep anyone busy for a number of years
progressively getting stronger and fitter without having to attend a Gymnasium, as per the title.”

The book by Mark Lauren has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,187 people have provided feedback.
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